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Indie titles have reshaped the book industry with new ideas and fresh writing styles. These premier titles will help
you gain insight into unique new content created by indie authors. Take advantage of this growing market to
broaden your inventory.

g r a n ’s s t o r y i i

the tooth fairy

Sandra Watts | Trafford
9781426927768 | Soft PB | $16.99

Avril Beckford, M.D. | Authorhouse

A family of ragged, but gifted, children,

A young boy learns a valuable lesson when
he loses his tooth and decides he wants to
keep the tooth and the money the tooth
fairy leaves behind. But the tooth fairy has
other ideas.
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move into a small rural town and disrupt the
quiet routine of its school. An uplifting story
that teaches that success is within everyone’s
reach.

9781449090609 | Soft PB | $12.49

t h ro u g h t h e e y e s
of snowball

April Terhaar | Authorhouse
9781452007489 | Soft PB | $13.99
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It’s never a dull moment as Snowball
gets into all sorts of sticky situations. Told
through the eyes of a Maltese and filled
with home photos, this is Snowball’s story of
love and family.

an angel in my pocket
Paula Crayon | Authorhouse
9781449099213 | Soft PB | $17.99

An Angel in My Pocket tells how one little
girl deals with the loss of her mother and
finds solace through her father’s love.
A beautiful book for little minds tackling
a big subject.

life through a kitten’s eyes
Nancy Rearick | Authorhouse
9781452028415 | Soft PB | $14.99
Based on a true story, Life Through a Kitten’s
Eyes shows the laugh-filled journey of one
precocious kitten as he finds a home with
an unlikely owner. A children’s book full of
humor and compassion.

s h a s t a ’s f a n t a s t i c
a i r p l a n e a d v e n t u re
Walter Fickner | Authorhouse
9781452009049 | Soft PB | $25.99
Because Shasta lives in Finland and her dad
lives in the United States, she has become
a frequent flyer. In this charming tale, young
readers learn about Shasta’s fun voyages way
up high.

dinosaur days book three

no more crackers , please

Julie Branken | Authorhouse
9781438967820 | Soft PB | $15.49

Robin Madson | Authorhouse
9781452025445 | Soft SS | $13.99

This third installation of the popular

Young readers learn the importance of good

Bubble’s World series takes Vincent
and Ben back in time. Riding the magic
bubble, the boys find themselves on a fun
adventure with a baby dinosaur.

nutrition in this fun, vibrant book. Kids meet
two adventurous parrots and a friendly pet
store owner who’s traveling to Brazil to bring
back a colorful surprise!

For more information, call 1-800-775-1800,
or visit www.baker-taylor.com

